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ABSTRACT

This research discusses the combination topic between platform media Instagram and sociolinguistics study in Language Variation. *Instagram* is social that provides some features for its users to share a series of pictures and videos. When post a pictures, users can add a caption to explain and giving description about the picture. This research concerned about Language Variation Found on Anya Geraldine Caption. There are two research problems (1) What are the language variations found on Anya Geraldine caption on *Instagram*? (2) What are the meaning of caption found on Anya Geraldine?

To reveal both research problems, this research employs descriptive qualitative design. This research also applied research object and subject as follows: Language Variation and Anya Geraldine Instagram Caption. Document analysis is applied as the instrument of this research.

Overall this research gained 30 screen captures which taken from 22 December 2017 until 1 March 2018. Therefore, some Language Variation are found Slang, Code mixing, Code switching, Register at the same caption or same date.

**Keywords**: Language Variation, *Instagram*, Caption, Anya Geraldine.
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